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Abstract
This report outlines the application of architecture reconstruction techniques to the Sun Microsystems' Duke's Bank system-a Java2 Platform, Enterprise Edition/Enterprise JavaBeans (J2EE/EJB) application implemented mainly in Java. The goal of the reconstruction was to apply architecture reconstruction techniques to a system implemented in Java to produce a set of views that depict that system's architecture. Decomposition style views of the module viewtype were used. They focus on the "is part of" relation and show how the system is decomposed into modules and submodules.
During the reconstruction, several decomposition style views of the architecture were generated using the Understand for Java tool. That tool extracted and then abstracted lowlevel source information from the system. Then that information was formatted using Perl scripts, so it could be loaded into the Architecture Reconstruction and Mining (ARMIN) tool developed by the Carnegie Mellon  Software Engineering Institute and the Robert Bosch
Corporation. The resulting views showed the architectural elements of the Duke's Bank system and the dependencies among them.
Introduction
Previously, we applied architecture reconstruction to systems in the embedded automotive domain that were implemented in C [O'Brien 01] and on a visualization system implemented in C++ [O'Brien 03]. This report outlines an architecture reconstruction carried out on the Duke's Bank system-an online banking application that is part of the Sun Microsystems tutorial on the Java2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) [Sun 03]. We chose the Duke's Bank system because it's implemented mainly in Java, and applying reconstruction techniques to systems implemented in Java is the main focus of this reconstruction study.
The Duke's Bank system has two clients: a J2EE application client used by administrators to manage customers and accounts, and a Web client used by customers to access account histories and perform transactions. The clients access the customer, account, and transaction information maintained in a database through Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB).
The primary goal of the reconstruction was to generate views from the module viewtype [Clements 03 ], so we could understand how the static Java parts of the application were decomposed and identify dependencies among them. Reconstruction of the dynamic behavior and structure of the system were not carried out in this case study but will be the subject of a future technical report. The secondary goal of this work is to determine how the architecture of J2EE/EJB applications and applications implemented in Java can be reconstructed. We also wanted to determine the usefulness of the Understand for Java tool [STI 03] for parsing and analyzing the Java code, and to determine how we could extract the various elements and relations that were used in the reconstruction process from the Java code.
The reconstruction process, shown in Figure 1 , consisted of the following steps: The source code and any system documentation are input to the reconstruction process. Typically during that process, the system's maintainers and developers provide information about the system that helps the reconstructor generate the architectural views. 1 However in this case, because we were interested only in the static decomposition of the Java code and the dependencies among the various architectural elements, their help wasn't necessary.
We got the information we needed by parsing and analyzing the Java code, and then we used that information to reconstruct views of the architecture. In a J2EE application, the system's structure and architecture may be different at runtime than they are while the system is static.
The end result of the reconstruction process was a set of architectural views of the Duke's Bank system. These views were from the module viewtype, and showed the static decomposition of the Java code within the system and the dependencies among the various architectural elements. Using ARMIN, the user can look at, navigate through, and manipulate these views. Also, by selecting a particular component or connector between components, the user can see information about it and can even "drill down" to see information about its subcomponents.
ARMIN's Aggregator component contains an Interpreter that provides the capability of loading and running command scripts to carry out most of the tasks of Step 2 automatically. After a command script is written in an editor and loaded into ARMIN, it can be used to manipulate the data in the database and produce new views.
The remainder of this technical note is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
Step 1: Source Information Extraction. Section 3 describes the reconstruction activities that are part of
Step 2: Architectural View Composition, and Section 4 provides conclusions and information on future work.
Source Information Extraction
Before beginning
Step 1: Source Information Extraction, we have to determine which information needs to be extracted from the source code. In this case, we want to understand the static structure of the J2EE/EJB application so we can document the static relationship among the architectural elements in the system. To do this, we determined which architectural styles or viewtypes [Clements 03 ] were appropriate. In this case, we chose to reconstruct the decomposition style from the module viewtype, because it shows how the system's responsibilities are partitioned across modules and how those modules are decomposed into submodules.
The decomposition style of architecture emphasizes the static behavior of a system. The main relation outlined in this style is "is part of." To reconstruct views of this style from the system, we identified which elements (files, classes, variables, etc.) and relations (file includes file, class has_subclass class, etc.) we needed to extract from the system to generate the decomposition style views. The element types and relations that we identified are shown in Table 1 . We used the Understand for Java tool [STI 03 ] to parse and analyze the source code of the Duke's Bank system. We generated a set of textual report files that show information such as a call tree and a data dictionary for the system. To obtain the instances of the elements and relations from these report files, the tool analyzed each file to identify which source elements and relations could be extracted and used to generate decomposition style views of the architecture. Table 2 shows the types of report files generated by the Understand for Java tool that can be used to create decomposition style views, and the relations and element types referenced within them.
Relation Name Source Element
Target Element Explanation
2
To ensure that information is not lost when instances of the same element types and relations are extracted from multiple files, the list of element types and relations required for decomposition style views are used as the reference for analyzing and selecting the list of report files. Table 3 shows the types of report files from which the instances of element types and relations required for this reconstruction case study were extracted. Once we identified which report files were usable in this reconstruction, we generated a script that parsed and formatted the information from the selected files, so it could be extracted and converted in the Rigi Standard Format (RSF) [Müller 93 ] and then loaded into ARMIN. We created Perl scripts for parsing each individual report file and producing the set of instances of the elements and relations in RSF. The scripts had to be developed and tested carefully in an iterative development process. Any duplicate relations and elements were eliminated, although ARMIN can handle duplicate instances of relations. The result of Step 1: Source Information Extraction is a single file that contains all the instances of the elements and relations from the Duke's Bank system that we needed to generate decomposition style views.
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Architectural View Composition
The first step in composing architectural views is to load the RSF file containing the instances of the elements and relations into ARMIN [O'Brien 03]. ARMIN consists of three major components:
1. Navigator: used to create, manage, and organize projects that contain all the instances of the elements and relations that are stored in a database 2. Aggregator: used to visualize information loaded into ARMIN, and then to generate and manipulate the views that are produced during the reconstruction 3. Interpreter: used to execute command scripts for abstracting data and generating views. Those scripts can be created using a text editor and then loaded into the Interpreter for execution. This component is linked to the Aggregator. In ARMIN, the term entity is used to represent an element. ARMIN can be used to represent elements other than software ones.
Figure 2: Sample Aggregator Window in ARMIN 5
The view shown in Figure 2 contains all the low-level source information that was extracted from the system by the Understand for Java tool. Clearly, the graph shown in the window is unreadable and therefore unusable, so the data in it needs to be abstracted and used as input to generate higher level architectural views.
ARMIN command scripts for reconstruction are developed to aggregate elements and relations, aggregate group elements, and combine the extracted information in different ways to provide different levels of abstraction. An excerpt from such a command script is shown below.
#Create CLASS+ view #collapse member functions and variables inside class $d = desc(system.types.class); $d.merge(/ext="+"); collapse($d,/graph="CLASS+",/type=system.types.class); show();
5
All the graphical representations generated in ARMIN are in color. The color of a box indicates the type of element, and the color of its edges indicates the type of relation.
The desc command in the above code generates a list of the functions and member variables within each class. Next, the merge command appends a plus sign (+) to the end of the class name and merges it into that list. Then, the collapse command removes the list of source elements (functions and member variables) from the current graph and creates a new one. In that new graph, each class name ends in +, indicating that the class is now an aggregation of elements rather than a single element. The new graph is called CLASS+. Finally, the show command displays the new graph in the Aggregator window.
The command script used for the Duke's Bank system executed the following abstractions that were later used to generate the decomposition style view:
• collapsing the local_variables inside each function to produce the FUNCTION+ graph.
Local_variables inside functions are not architecturally relevant.
• collapsing the functions and global variables defined within each file to produce the FILE+ graph
• collapsing the files in which a class is defined inside each class to produce the CLASS+ graph
• collapsing the classes inside each package to produce the PACKAGE graph Figure 3 shows the result of running the entire script: the PACKAGE graph. This graph shows the decomposition style view of the Duke's Bank system's architecture at the package level. Within the Aggregator window, you can click on the various tabs to see other graphs created by the script.
Figure 3: View Showing the Packages and Relationships Produced by ARMIN
Each node in the graph above represents a package. ARMIN lets you view only the package you select and those that are dependent on it. Figure 4 shows an example of this-the "depends_on" relation from Table 1 that represents the importing of a set of classes and their associated methods from one file in one package into a different file in a different package. ARMIN also provides the capability to "drill down" into multiple levels of detail for a particular package. The tool can show the decomposition of the package into classes and further decompose a class into detailed source elements such as files, functions, and variables. The "drill down" views of the system represent decomposition style views of the application. The subgraph shown in Figure 5 contains only the classes that are part of the com.sun.ebank.ejb.exception package.
Figure 5: "Drill Down" to the Decomposition View of a Package
So far, we have shown the package decomposition style view for the application and can view the dependencies among them. We can also generate a further abstraction of the source information by identifying other high-level elements of the system. The Duke's Bank system has components such as Customer and Account, which we identified by examining the application's code and documentation. By identifying the set of high-level components and grouping the classes that are part of the representation of each component within the system, we can generate a view of the architecture showing those components and the dependencies among them.
We developed a command script in ARMIN that identified the set of classes that comprise each of the high-level components. An example script for the Customer component is as follows:
# create Customer component $cust={{{"Customer"},{list("Customer*", system.types.class)}}}; $comps.append( $cust );
In the above script, a list of all classes beginning with the word "Customer" such as Customer, CustomerBean, CustomerHome, and so forth is created. Each class is then collapsed within the high-level components in which it belongs, and a new view is generated in the Aggregator. Figure 6 shows the view containing these components and the dependencies among them. Again, it is possible to "drill down" to various levels of detail for these components.
Figure 6: Components and Their Dependencies
By selecting an edge between two components, such as the edge between Account and Data_Model, we can show the details of the dependencies between them. Examples of such dependencies are shown in Figure 7 . They include function calls between the components and import dependencies (depends_on relation).
Figure 7: Dependencies Between the Account and Data_Model Components
To verify the decomposition view of the architecture, the directory structure of the source code is analyzed and compared. For example, the containment structure of the class inside the package as shown in Figure 5 can be verified by opening the files inside each Java package to see if the classes in the package match the list produced by ARMIN. Analysis of the decomposition view verified that it contains the right information about the static structure.
We verified the component view of the architecture (shown in Figure 6 ) by randomly selecting a small set of components and investigating (from the source-code level) the dependencies among them.
These static views of the system show the dependencies between packages and components. The views could be used to help maintain the system, because they highlight the dependencies between the packages and components. It would be difficult to identify those dependencies just by scanning the application's code. These views could support the refactoring of the system if some of the dependencies need to change. Knowing the dependencies involved helps to decide whether a particular component can be reused in a new system.
Conclusions and Possible Future Work
Architecture reconstruction can be used to produce different decomposition style views of a system's architecture that are useful for maintaining and documenting the static behavior of a system. Clearly defining the details of the views to be generated before starting the reconstruction process helps to scope the reconstruction work. It also helps to identify which information should be extracted from the source code and later used in the reconstruction process. The set of elements and relation types must be produced before the data containing their instances is extracted from the source code. Such documentation might require knowledge about the different architectural documentation styles and viewtypes, since they represent different elements and relations.
Extracting the instances of the elements and relations from the Understand for Java tool required the most effort. The integrity of the data, extracted from the source code and imported into ARMIN, depends mostly on two tools: Understand for Java and Perl scripts. Tools that can read and parse the source code, and produce text output files should be evaluated to compare the quality and amount of data they produce at both the element and relation level. The tool chosen for this purpose must be able to produce the correct output and be manipulated with Perl scripts so the correct set of element and relation instances can be captured. Although we found the Understand for Java tool to be useful overall in this particular reconstruction study, several of the report files it produced were not. The Perl scripts must be developed and tested carefully during an iterative process.
Creating the ARMIN Interpreter command scripts for abstracting and composing the views of the architecture requires an understanding of the syntax and semantics of the ARMIN Reconstruction Language. Verification of the architecture's decomposition style views can be done with little knowledge of a J2EE/EJB application. However, if the component-andconnector viewtype (which shows dynamic views of the system) is the main focus, a J2EE expert might be needed to do the verification.
The time it takes to extract the source information and produce architectural views using ARMIN is expected to be significantly faster than a manual architecture reconstruction approach. The main reason for this is that the time it takes to go through each package, file, class, function, and variable can be considerable, especially with larger applications.
Possible future work could include generating dynamic views of the Duke's Bank system and generating architectural styles that are part of the component-and-connector viewtype. We will continue to use ARMIN on other reconstruction projects. 
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